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1.)



Understanding InDesign



Elements of a Publication • • • • •



An InDesign file is called a publication. In publications with facing pages (left and right pages) a spread will contain 2 pages. Each spread is shown in the Design Window – the main area of InDesign where you view and edit your work. The Pasteboard is the area in the design window surrounding a page spread that can be used as a work area. Each page spread has its own pasteboard.
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Figure 1 – InDesign Interface Elements
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Elements of the InDesign Interface Menus The menu bar at the top of the application window organizes program commands into a series of categories. For example, the File menu lists document-level options such as Open, Close, and Save. The Edit menu lists editing options such as Cut & Paste , Undo, Redo, etc. The Type menu lists options for working with text, the Object menu deals with objects, the Table menu works with tables… you get the picture. Any keyboard shortcuts associated with a particular program command will be noted next to that command in its menu list. The Window menu shows you a list of all of the available development windows , also known as panels or palettes (See Figure 2).



Palettes Although you have the option of using menu items and keyboard shortcuts to do much of you work in InDesign, most of your information and options can be easily accessed and modified from a number of work palettes – also known as panels or windows.



Displayed Palette



All of the palettes can be easily accessed by selecting the palette name from the Window menu. Palettes that are currently displayed will have a check to the left of their name. Some of the Window menu items store more palette options. These are indicated with a small triangle to the right side of the menu (See Figure 2).



Sub-Menu



Opens Sub-Menu



Palettes can be docked at the right side of the design window, or they can float over the top of the publication and other windows. • • • • •



To expand or collapse a docked palette, Open Documents simply click on the tab where you see its name. To float / dock a palette, drag it from its name Figure 2 – The Window Menu tab off / on another palette. To regroup palettes drag them from their name tabs into the same palette group. Docked palettes can be resized vertically by using the up/down cursor which is displayed when the cursor is over a top or bottom border of the panel. Floating palettes can be collapsed and expanded using the expand/collapse button at the upper right corner of the window. Adobe InDesign CS2 – Module 1
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•



When dragged from the blue bar at the top, panels will maintain floating status over other panels. To dock a floating panel, it must be dragged from the tab with the name of the palette.



All palettes have an Options menu which is accessible from the ‘triangle in a circle’ button at the top of the panel. If the panel is docked, the options button will appear in the upper left corner of the palette. If the panel is floating, the button will appear in the upper right of the palette.



Expand/Collapse Options Menu Palette Tab Delete Item New Item Undocked Palette



Figure 3



Docked Palette



The two most commonly used panels are the Toolbox and the Control panel. These are detailed below.



Toolbox The Toolbox panel is where all of InDesign’s tools are stored. Whenever you want to do work in the design window, you must first select the appropriate tool. You can select a tool in two ways: click once on the tool in the Toolbox or type the tool’s corresponding letter on the keyboard. The active tool will be highlighted in the Toolbox. To view the name of a tool and see it’s keyboard shortcut letter, pause your cursor over the tool and a box will appear displaying this information. Several of the tools have other similar tools grouped together. These are indicated with a small black triangle at the lower right of the tool’s icon. Hold your mouse button down over these tools to see and select the other tool options.
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Figure 4 – The Toolbox
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Control Panel The Control palette offers quick access to options, commands, and other palettes related to the current page item or objects you select. By default, the Control panel is docked to the top of the document window; however, you can dock it to the bottom of the window, convert it to a floating palette, or hide it altogether.



Figure 5 – The Control Panel



Most options displayed in the Control palette vary depending on the type of object you select. For example, when you select a frame, the Control panel displays options for resizing, repositioning, skewing, and rotating the frame. When you select text inside a frame, the Control panel displays options for adjusting text attributes, suc h as font style, size, and leading. To format text, you can display either character or paragraph options. When you select a table cell, the Control palette displays options for adjusting rows and columns, merging cells, aligning text, and adding strokes. As the options in the Control palette change, you can get more information about each option using tool tips—pop-up descriptions that appear when you hover over an icon or option label with the pointer.



Navigation To get a closer look at your work, you can zoom in using a number of techniques. • Select View à Zoom In / Zoom Out • Use the keyboard shortcuts Ctrl+ and Ctrl- to zoom in and out • Select View à Fit Page/Spread In Window to see your work fill the design window • Select a zoom level from the Zoom Level (%) box at the lower left corner of the application • To zoom in on your work, use the Zoom tool in the toolbox and click or drag a box around the area you wish to zoom in on in the design window • To zoom out, hold the Alt key while using the Zoom tool • To see your work at 100% do one of the following: o Double-Click the Zoom tool in the toolbox o Select 100% from the Zoom Level box at the lower left corner of the application o Select View à Actual Size o Press Ctrl+1 on your keyboard To reposition your work in the design window do one of the following: • Use the horizontal/vertical scrollbars at the bottom/right of the design window • Select the Hand tool from the toolbox and drag in the design window • With any tool selected (except the Text tool), press and hold the spacebar on your keyboard to temporarily switch to the Hand tool. While the Hand tool icon is displayed drag in the document window. Release the spacebar to return to the previously selected tool. To go to a specific page or spread within your publication, double-click on the page/spread in the Pages palette. The selected page/spread will be displayed in the design window. More about using the Pages panel will be covered in Module 2. Adobe InDesign CS2 – Module 1
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2.)



Creating a New Publication



Document and Application Preferences You can set preferences for a particular document or change the default preferences for InDesign. •



Preferences for a specific publication are set when the publication is open in the active window.



•



Preferences for the program are set when there is no publication open in the document window.



Setting Preferences •



To determine the units of measurement, image viewing, grid preferences etc., choose Edit à Preferences.



•



InDesign defaults to picas as the measurement system, but you can choose to work in inches, centimeters, ciceros, or picas by changing the preferences. If a publication is open, you can change the preference for units by right-clicking (Windows) or Control-clicking (Mac) on the horizontal and vertical rulers.



Creating a New Publication Select File à New à Document to open the New Document dialog box. This box allows you to set up the general properties for your document including: • The number of pages in your document – you can always add or delete pages later as well o Check the Facing Pages checkbox if your publication will have a center fold where pages in a spread will face each other (such as in a catalog, greeting card, or brochure) • The paper size and orientation (portrait or landscape) • The number of columns per page and the gutter size (space between the columns) • The page margins for top, bottom, inside and outside Document Presets If you commonly create documents with similar properties you can save time by saving your document presets. Once you have set the properties in the New Document dialog box, click the Save Preset button on the right side of the dialog box. You will be prompted to give the preset a name. Once a preset has been created and named, you can use it to set up future documents by choosing it from the Document Preset drop down box at the top of the New Document dialog box.



Document Features In the design window margins appear in magenta and column guides appear in violet by default. The margin and guide colors can be changed by choosing Edit à Preferencesà Guides & Pasteboard. Show and hide guides by choosing View à Grids & Guides à Show/Hide Guides.
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To quickly hide all guides and the pasteboard, click the Preview Mode button at the bottom of the toolbox. Click the Normal View button to show all guides again. Press the W key on your keyboard to toggle back and forth between Normal and Preview modes. To show or hide the document rulers, choose View à Show/hide Rulers



Modifying Preferences You can change the properties such as paper size, margins, number of pages, etc. for an existing document by choosing File à Document Setup and making the desired changes in the dialog box.



3.)



Working with Text



About Text Frames All text exists inside containers called Text Frames. Text frames can be moved, resized, reshaped, even filled and/or stroked with color. The tool you use to select the text frame determines the types of changes you can make. For example, the Main Select tool will allow you to reposition and resize the text frame but not edit the text. The Text tool will allow you to edit the text and type properties but not modify the container. When a text frame is selected, it will be highlighted in blue with small boxes over the corners and vertical and horizontal mid-spans. These are the Resize Points. It will also display two larger boxes in the upper left and lower right areas of the border. These are the Inport and Outport and will be discussed in detail in Module 2 (See Figure 6). To resize a text frame, use the Select tool and drag from one of the resize points. The mid-span points will resize only horizontally or vertically while the corner points will resize in both directions.



Inport Outport Resize Points



You may notice as you resize that the proportions can be distorted. To maintain the proportions of the frame while resizing, hold the Shift key down while dragging from any of the points.



You also may notice that as you resize the text frame the size of the text does not change. This may be a good thing. However, if you wish to resize the text along with the container, hold the Ctrl key down while resizing. This will cause the text to shrink or expand along with the container. To prevent the text from getting distorted while resizing this way, hold the Shift key as well as the Ctrl key while resizing the text frame. Figure 6 – Text Frame
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Adding Text to a Publication You can create text directly in a publication or copy and paste a story you’ve created in another application such as Microsoft Word. • • • •



Select the Text tool and make sure your cursor displays the ‘ I-Beam’ with a dotted line around it Click and drag a box where you want the text to go. For ease in creating text frames your cursor will snap to the margin and column guides – provided Snapping is turned on under View à Grids & Guides à Snap to Guides Once the text frame is created you should see a blinking insertion point in the top left corner of the frame. Simply type in the text you wish to display in the text frame, or paste it in from another application or file Text formatting can be applied before or after the text is entered into the frame. To format before entering the text, just change the type settings in the Control panel before typing in the text frame.



Modifying Text Characters •



Use the Text tool to select individual characters in a frame and modify them with the Character palette (Window à Type & Tables à Character)



Using the Story Editor For large bodies of text it is generally preferred to create and do major modifications to text in a separate word processing application. However, it is possible to do this in InDesign as well. You can edit text in InDesign either on the layout page or in the Story Editor window. Writing and editing in a story editor window allows the entire story to appear in the typeface, size, and spacing that you specify, without layout or formatting distractions. **You cannot Each story appears in a different story editor window. All the text in the story create a new appears in the story editor, including overset text. You can open several story story in a story editor windows simultaneously, including multiple instances of the same editor window. story. When you edit a story, changes are reflected in the layout window. Open stories are listed in the Window menu.



To Launch the Story Editor • • •



Select the text frame, click an insertion point in the text frame, or select multiple frames from different stories. Choose Edit > Edit in Story Editor Select as above and press Ctrl+Y on your keyboard Right-click on a text frame and select Story Editor
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Returning to Layout View In Story Editor, do one of the following: • Choose Edit > Edit in Layout. When you use this method, the layout view displays the same text selection or insertion-point location as last appeared in the story editor, and the story window remains open but moves behind the layout window • Click in the layout window. The story window remains open but moves behind the layout window • Close the story editor window by clicking the big red ‘X’ at the top right corner of the window. If the window is maximized, click the small gray ‘X’ at the upper right corner of the application • Choose the document name from the bottom of the Window menu Modifying Text The Character Palette You can select a text frame with the Selection tool or select individual characters or a range of characters with the Text tool and apply text attributes using the Character palette. • • •



Select the entire frame by clicking on it with the Selection tool or swipe a range of characters within a frame using the Text tool. Note: double-Click in a text frame with the Selection tool to quickly change to the Text tool. Open the Character palette : Window à Type & Tables à Character or Type à Character Changes made in the Character palette will affect all of the selected text or all text in the frame if the entire frame is selected Font
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Figure 7 – The Character Palette



Character Palette Glossary • • •



Font – A complete set of characters—letters, numbers, and symbols—that share a common weight, width, and style Font Style – A variant version of an individual font in a font family. Typically, the Roman or Plain member of a font family is the base font, which may include type styles such as regular, bold, semi-bold, italic, and bold italic Font Size – You can specify any type size from 0.1 to 1296 points (the default is 12 points), in 0.001-point increments Adobe InDesign CS2 – Module 1
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• • • • • • •



Leading – The vertical space between lines of type measured from the baseline of one line of text to the baseline of the line above it. Baseline – The invisible line on which most letters sit. Kerning – The process of adding or subtracting space between specific pairs of characters. Tracking – The process of loosening or tightening a block of text . Vertical and Horizontal Scaling – Scaling an object enlarges or reduces it horizontally (along the x axis), vertically (along the y axis), or both horizontally and vertically Baseline Shift – Moves a selected character (or range of characters) up or down relative to the baseline of the surrounding text Skew – Slant text to the left or right based on a numeric value. Positive values slant type to the right; negative values slant type to the left



The Paragraph Palette You can select a text frame with the Selection tool or select an individual paragraph by clicking in it with the Text tool and apply paragraph formatting using the Paragraph palette. • • •



Select the entire frame by clicking on it with the Selection tool or click in a paragraph using the Text tool. Note: double-Click in a text frame with the Selection tool to quickly change to the Text tool. Open the Paragraph palette: Window à Type & Tables à Paragraph or Type à Paragraph Changes made in the Paragraph palette will affect the entire paragraph the cursor is in or all paragraphs in the frame if the entire frame is selected Align Left / Center / Right
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Figure 8 – The Paragraph Palette



Align using Baseline Grid



Paragraph Palette Glossary • • •



Align Left / Right / Center – Text can be aligned with one or both edges of a text frame. Text is said to be justified when it is aligned with both edges Justify with Last Line Aligned – You can choose to justify all text in a paragraph excluding the last line (Left or Right) or you can justify text in a paragraph including the last line (Justify All) Align Towards / Away from Spine – When you apply Align Towards Spine to a paragraph, text on a left-hand page is right-aligned, but when the same text flows onto (or if the frame is moved to) a right-hand page, it becomes left aligned. Similarly, when you apply Align Away from Spine to a paragraph, text on a left-hand page is left-aligned, while text on a right-hand page is rightaligned. Adobe InDesign CS2 – Module 1
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• •



•



•



• •



Left / Right Indent – Indents move text inward from the right and left edges of the frame First Line Left Indent – In general it is a good idea to use first-line indents rather than spaces or tabs to indent the first line of a paragraph. A first-line indent is positioned relative to the left-margin indent. For example, if a paragraph’s left edge is indented one pica, setting the first-line indent to one pica indents the first line of the paragraph two picas from the left edge of the frame or inset. Tip: If you want the left Last Line Right Indent – You can use the Last Line Right Indent side of a line of text to be left-aligned and the option to add a hanging indent on the right side of the last line in a right side to be right paragraph. This option is especially useful for right-aligning prices in a aligned, position the sales catalog. insertion point where Space Before / After – You can control the amount of space between you want to right-align the text, press Tab, and paragraphs. If a paragraph begins at the top of a column or frame, then right-align the rest InDesign does not insert extra space before the paragraph. In such a of the line. case, you can increase the leading of the first line of the paragraph or increase the top inset of the frame. Drop Cap # of Lines – How many lines the drop cap’s baseline sits below the baseline of the first line of a paragraph. In other words, how many lines tall should the drop cap be? (See Figure 9) Drop Cap # of Characters – Allows you to increase the number of characters in the drop cap. Useful if you want to drop cap the entire first word of a paragraph (See Figure 9).



Figure 9 – One-character, three-line drop cap (left), and six-character, two-line drop cap (right)



•



Align using Baseline Grid – The baseline grid represents the leading for body text in a document. Using a baseline grid ensures consistency in the location of text elements on a page. You can adjust the leading for the paragraph to ensure that its baselines align to the page’s underlyi ng grid.



The Transform Palette The Transform palette displays and enables you to edit geometric information about an object. If you prefer to work by the numbers you can use the Transform palette to set size and positioning of frames as well as make cha nges to scaling, shear and rotation (See Figure 10). Simply select the frame using the Selection tool and type the desired values into the boxes in the Transform palette. X-Location
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Transform Palette Glossary The Transform palette can be used for any object – not just Text frames. All values in this palette refer to the bounding box of the objects. •



• • • • • • •



X and Y Location – The horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) position coordinates of an object relative to the document’s zero point. The zero point is the position at which the zeros on the horizontal and vertical rulers intersect. In other words, the distance across (x) or down (y) between the zero point of the document and the reference point of the object. Reference Point (Proxy) – One of nine points on the bounding box enclosing all selected objects—including the center point. By reassigning the Reference point you can change the point to which x and y distances are measured as well as the anchor point for rotation and skewing. Width – The horizontal size of a container Height – The vertical size of a container Horizontal / Vertical Scale – You can specify the proportion between the height and/or width of an object, relative to its original width and height. Unscaled objects have a value of 100%. Independent horizontal or vertical scaling can distort the appearance of the object’s contents. Lock Proportions – To maintain the object’s relative proportions when scaling, make sure the Constrain Proportions icon is lit up in the palette Rotate – You can rotate an object by a specific amount. Enter a negative angle to rotate the object clockwise; enter a positive angle to rotate the object counterclockwise. The axis of rotation can be changed by changing the object’s reference point. Shear – Shearing an object slants or skews it along its horizontal axis, and can also rotate both of the object’s axes.



Applying Color When applying colors in InDesign, there are several options to be aware of. You can apply colors and gradients to the stroke and fill of characters, as well as to the container itself. Setting up your palettes correctly and selecting the appropriate content is vital to ensure that you create the effect you intended. When working with text frames, you first need to decide if you want to apply the color to the text (change the color of the actual text characters) or to the frame (fill the container with a color behind the text). When working with any container, you also need to decide if you want to apply a fill or a stroke. These choices are available and reflected in both the Toolbox and the Color palette (See Figure 11). Fill Color Stroke Color
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Figure 11 – Stroke and Fill Options in the Textbox and Color palette Adobe InDesign CS2 – Module 1
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To apply fill color changes to text inside a frame • Use the Type tool to highlight individual characters or use the Selection tool to select a frame. • Make sure that you select the Format Text icon in the Toolbox or in the Color palette. • Double-click on the color chip for the fill color in either the Toolbox or the Color palette. • This will open the Color Picker (See Figure 12). • To define a color in the Color Picker do any of the following: o Click or drag inside the color spectrum. The cross-hairs indicate the selected color. o Drag the triangles along the color slider or click inside the color slider o Enter values in any of the text boxes • Click OK in the Color Picker. • The chosen color will be applied to the selected text. New Color Previous Color Selected Color
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CMYK Color Values



Figure 12 – The Color Picker



To apply color changes to the entire container: • Use the Selection tool to select an object. • Make sure that you select the Format Container icon in the Toolbox or in the Color palette. • Decide if you want to change the color of the stroke or fill and double-click on the appropriate color chip either the Toolbox or the Color palette. • This will open the Color Picker (See Figure 12). • To define a color in the Color Picker do any of the following: o Click or drag inside the color spectrum. The cross-hairs indicate the selected color. o Drag the triangles along the color slider or click inside the color slider o Enter values in any of the text boxes • Click OK in the Color Picker. • The chosen color will be applied to the container’s stroke or fill. To remove a stroke, fill, or text color, select the desired object or text and click on the symbol in the Toolbox or Color palette.



‘uhn-uh’



There are many other ways of selecting and applying colors to text and objects in InDesign and more will be discussed in the following modules. For now, the important points to remember are how to choose between the stroke and fill and between formatting text or the container.
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4.)



Working with Images



Most computer graphics fall into two main categories—vector graphics and bitmap images. Vector graphics are made of lines and curves defined by mathematical objects called vectors. You can freely resize without losing sharpness because the number of pixels used to display a vector graphic is not fixed. The objects you create using the drawing tools in the InDesign toolbox or Adobe Illustrator are examples of vector graphics. Bitmap images, also called raster images, are composed of a grid of small squares known as pixels. The image’s appearance is determined by the color of each of the individual pixels. Collections of differently colored pixels together create the illusion of a continuous-tone image. Because bitmap images are created by a fixed number of pixels, they can appear jagged and lose detail if they are scaled on-screen or if they are printed at a higher resolution than they were created for. Photographs or images created in painting programs like Adobe Photoshop are common examples of bitmap images.



Placing an Image The Place command is the most common, and the recommended, way to import a graphic. You can also import a graphic from your desktop or from any removable media by using drag-and-drop or copy-and-paste. The drag-and-drop method works like the Place command, with images appearing in the Links palette once imported; however, you cannot set import options for files you drag and drop. Use one of these methods to place an image: • Choose File > Place and in the Place dialog box browse to select an image to place into the document. Once the file is selected, click with your loaded cursor on the document where you want the image to go. • Drag & Drop from an open Explorer window • Copy & Paste from another application (Web Browser) or an open Explorer window Replace an Existing Image Select an existing Graphic frame and choose File > Place. Make sure the Replace Selected Item box is checked in the Place dialog box and browse for a different graphic file. Notice that the frame displays the new image but maintains the dimensions of the old image. You can easily resize the frame to fit the new image (See Fitting below).



Cropping and Scaling Crop an image by resizing the border of the graphic frame to the desired position/dimensions. Scale an image by selecting the Scale tool from the Toolbox and dragging the frame borders or by pressing the Ctrl key while resizing the frame using the Select tool. Adobe InDesign CS2 – Module 1
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Fitting Select a graphic frame where the image size and frame size don’t match and do one of the following: • Choose Object à Fitting > Fit Frame to Content. • Right-click in the frame and choose Fitting > Fit Frame to Content. • Click on the Fit Frame to Content button in the Control panel (See Figure 13).



Figure 13 – Fit Frame to Content (Control panel)



Note that there are other fitting options available in all of the above locations, such as Fit Content to Frame and Fill Frame Proportionally.



Transparency When you create an object in InDesign, by default it appears solid; that is, its opacity is 100%. You can add transparency to your artwork in a variety of ways. You can vary the degree of transparency of an object or a group of objects from 100% opacity (completely “solid”) to 0% opacity (completely transparent). When you decrease an object’s opacity, the underlying artwork becomes visible through the surface of the object. You use the Transparency palette to specify the opacity of objects and how they blend with objects beneath them. You can choose to isolate blending to specific objects or have objects knockout rather than blend with objects in a group. Areas of objects that lie underneath a transparent object display through the transparent object. It’s possible to add transparency to your artwork without realizing it—for example, by adding drop shadows and feathering to objects (either directly or with an object style) or by placing files with transparency that originated in other applications, such as Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator. Be aware of when you’re using transparency because you need to set some extra options when printing and saving transparent artwork.
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Un guide cultivé. Un travail curieux. Un C.V. original. Fém. sing. Masc. plur. ... D. Les guides accompagnateurs sont cultivés et curieux. ... Loueur de véhicules.
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Principes d'accessibilité avec InDesign 

document (structure logique, images, éléments de navigation, tableaux, etc.) .... texte en continu. Image ancrée dans le texte. Exemple d'une structure de texte en ...
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Ti-Max X-SG65-Cover(CS2).ai 

Bei der Verwendung des Handstücks muß immer die Patientensicherheit beachtet werden. • Versuchen Sie nicht, das Handstück zu zerlegen, und nehmen Sie ...
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Your Activities for Module 1 

Plan d'action en matière d'information et de communications accessibles v1.0 2013 10 10. 1 | Page ... sécurité publique fournissez-vous au public à l'heure.
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Module 1 : Observez et dessinez 

VidÃ©o 10 "Mettre en valeur le visage" : Pour terminer ce module, je vais vous .... dÃ©jÃ  des notions en dessin mais j'avoue que j'ai appris beaucoup de chose.
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Adobe Photoshop CS2 Keyboard Shortcuts - Trevor Morris 

Nov 13, 2005 - Paste Outside (selection) ... Zoom Out (toggle). Alt+Space. Liquify ... Close All. Ctrl+Alt+W / Ctrl+Shift+F4. C Contract Selection. Ctrl+Alt+ [.
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Adobe Photoshop CS2 Photographers Guide .fr 

From the moment I finished work on the first edition of this book, which dealt with ..... with some instructions on how to duplicate, or improve on, the effect in ... The most obvious solution, stepping backwards far enough to take the picture ......
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Bluetooth Module: BT12B User Manual - UserManual.wiki 

System integrators must include the FCC ID on the label of the end product as ... If an antenna with higher gain or new antenna type is used with this module,.
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User Manual BLE module Model: WM500 - UserManual.wiki 

*If it is difficult to describe this statement on the host product due to the size, please ... compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.
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Bluetooth Module: BT12A User Manual - FCC ID 

Regulatory Information. USA-Federal Communications ... for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment. Labeling. System integrators ...
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Studuino Bluetooth Module HC-05 Manual 

vous permettent d'utiliser les valeurs d'un accéléromètre comme conditions. ... l'accéléromètre (Accelerometer Settings) de l'application plutôt que dans la boite ...
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X1ANT 2.4GHz DSMX Module User Manual ... - UserManual.wiki 

Fully integrated power regulation with a wide input unregulated operating range. 2.7V to 3.6V. ... Transmit power 1mW EIRP. â€¢ Receive ... Pin description.
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InDesign CS Classroom in a Book 

from the ID_02 folder from the Adobe InDesign CS Classroom in a Book CD, do so now. ... You can use any form of measurement in any dialog box or palette. .... 86. Setting Up Your Document. LESSON 2. 7 In the Character palette, on the font ...
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de xml a indesign pour dbid gnxg 
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